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P. O X Y. 4 4 5 8 : P OSE I DONI OS
Responding to a remark that the earliest occurrence of the word muyogrãfo! appears to be in Polybios
(3.91.7, 4.40.2), Leofranc Holford-Strevens drew my attention to the treatise attributed to Aristotle,
known from a medieval Latin translation as Liber de inundatione Nili (fr. 248, p. 196 Rose = 695
Gigon), which calls Herodotos fabularum scriptor, i.e. (presumably) muyogrãfo!;1 he noted further that
according to Rose the Greek original antedated Eratosthenes. Proklos on Tim. 37d = Aristotle fr. 246 =
Eratosthenes fr. III B, 52 Berger, when compared with the parallel sources, is prima facie proof of this
opinion. It runs: ÉErato!y°nh! d¢ oÈk°ti fh!‹n oÈd¢ zhte›n xr∞nai aﬁt¤an t∞! aÈjÆ!ev! toË Ne¤lou,
!af«! ka‹ éfikom°nvn tin«n eﬁ! tå! toË Ne¤lou phgå! ka‹ toÁ! ˆmbrou! toÁ! ginom°nou!
•vrakÒtvn, À!te kratÊne!yai tØn ÉAri!tot°lou! épÒdo!in. Photios Bibl. 249 2 similarly remarks that
the problem has been solved by observation, inasmuch as Aristotle sent Alexander to investigate; he
quotes the lost Aristotelian treatise: diÒ fh!in …! “toËto oÈk°ti prÒblhmã §!tin: fyh går faner«!”
˜ti §j Íet«n aÎjei. This corresponds to the Latin version (p. 197 Rose), at the point where, having
refuted all false theories, the author concludes with the truth: Nunc autem relinquetur sola causa
dictorum. hanc causam dicendum, propter quod iam non problema videtur esse, in sensum enim venit,
quemadmodum per se videntes facti a visis. Compare Strabo 17.1.5 p. 789: oﬂ m¢n oÔn érxa›oi
!toxa!m“ tÚ pl°on, oﬂ d' Ï!teron aÈtÒptai genhy°nte! æ!yonto ÍpÚ ˆmbrvn yerin«n plhroÊmenon
tÚn Ne›lon, t∞! Aﬁyiop¤a! t∞! ênv kluzom°nh!; at 17.1.2 p. 786 this is quoted as Eratosthenes’
opinion.3 It is clear that the Greek of the De inundatione Nili is closely related to Eratosthenes’
discussion; the simplest explanation would be that the latter used the former, which would therefore
contain the earliest occurrence of the word muyogrãfo!. We shall ask later in this paper whether the
simplest explanation is the correct one; the alternative is that the author of the De inundatione Nili drew
heavily on Eratosthenes, whose comment that his view coincided with Aristotle’s gave the forger his
lead. One way of reading Proklos is that Aristotle’s view, as reported by Eratosthenes, was the answer to
a prÒblhma or zÆthsiw still needing empirical confirmation, whereas by the time of Erastothenes
himself and the Aristotelian treatise as quoted by Photios, there was no need for further investigation
(oÈd¢ zhte›n xr∞nai ~ oÈk°ti prÒblhmã §!tin). On this view Eratosthenes found Aristotle’s theory in a
work no longer surviving, not in the Liber. The doxography of the Liber came mostly from Eratosthenes
(as the coincidences of wording quoted above imply), but the work was fathered upon Aristotle. But if
this is the true relationship between these two sources, we would reasonably infer that Eratosthenes had
already used the word muyogrãfo! of Herodotos. In either case the usage antedates Polybios.
Some doubt might linger in that the forger, working at an unknown and possibly post-Polybian date,
might have changed Eratosthenes’ exact wording; or again in that muyogrãfo! is not the only Greek
word that might lie behind fabularum scriptor. The recently published P. Oxy. LXV 4458 (dated to the
third century AD) sheds light on both these problems. In i 6–7, Herodotos is once again called a
muyogrãfo!, and it escaped the editor’s notice that col. i of the papyrus is word for word the Greek
original of this very passage of the Liber de inundatione Nili; the identification has recently been made
by Rainer Jakobi and Wolfgang Luppe.4 The papyrus as a whole, however, cannot come from this book,
since col. ii contains a reference to the explorations of Ptolemy Philadelphos, and refers to Aristotle in
1 In his certainly genuine works Aristotle calls Herodotos a muyolÒgo! at GA 756b7. The De inundatione Nili is reedited with translation and notes by D. Bonneau in Études de Papyrologie 9 (1971) 1–33; text available also as FGrHist 646
F 1.
2 Photios and the Strabo passages quoted below are printed by Rose as fr. 246. Frr. 246–8 Rose = 686–95 Gigon.
3 Compare also p. 790, quoted below.
4 P. Oxy. 4458 col. I: Aristoteles redivivus, ZPE 131 (2000) 15–18.
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the third person. So we have to do here with someone else using the book. The papyrus’ editor, the
sadly deceased David Hughes, noted certain correspondences between col. ii and Strabo 17.1.5 p. 790;
but he did not notice that Strabo in this place is quoting Poseidonios. The passage is fr. 222 Edelstein–
Kidd = 63 Theiler = FGrHist 87 F 79. The correspondence is in fact extremely close, and column ii
offers a first-person authorial statement (§boulÒmhn line 21) which can hardly be imagined as the
utterance of someone else using Poseidonios; it is therefore a safe conclusion that the papyrus is
Poseidonios himself, discussing the flooding of the Nile and drawing on pseudo-Aristotle in col. i.
Poseidonios got his muyogrãfo! either directly from the Liber or from Eratosthenes; either way, the
Liber antedates Poseidonios, and will be at least contemporary with Polybios. Whether Eratosthenes got
his information from the Liber, or the other way around, must remain uncertain for the time being.
Let us have a closer look at the papyrus. Here is the text as printed by Dr. Hughes, with the parallel
passages alongside and his apparatus below:
Col. i
].
Lib. de inund. Nili p. 196 Rose. Restant
[ c. 5 ]....[ c. 7 ]telei
autem tres adhuc modi dictorum, secundum
[ c. 4 ]u!u[ 3–4 ]kei a`[`]u` p[e]r‹
quos conting<ere dic>imus 5 annuis
[toÊt]ou grãfei, to›! boulom°augeri. in hyeme enim ablata que inerat
5 [noi]! ¶je!tin maye›n. ¶xei
aqua. hoc autem utique erit sole
[går o]Ïtv!: ÑHrÒdoto! d¢ ı mudesiccante, quemadmodum dicit Erodotus
[yogr]ãfo! §n t«i xeim«n¤
fabularum scriptor. non enim ait in hyeme
[fh!i] tÚn ¥lion katå tØn
solem per Libiam facere habundanciam,
[LibÊ]hn poie›!yai tØn ponisi si contingat latum hinc ducere
10 [re¤a]n hd``[`] tÊxh<i> ferÒhumorem, circa versiones autem estivales
[men]o! §nteËyen énãgein
ad arctum venire. nequaquam autem dicitur
[tÚ ÍgrÒ]n, per‹ d¢ tå! yeriexquisite. neque enim Nilum oportebat
[nå! tr]opå! prÚ! tØn êrfacere solum hoc. similiter enim ex Libia
[kton] ﬁ°nai. ¥ki!ta d¢ taËtota idem dicit solem trahere humorem,
15 [ta l°g]etai memelhm°putareque supervenire habitabili solem
[nv!: o]Îte går tÚn N<e>›lon
secundum quamcunque partem, stultum.
[ c. 3 to]Ëto poie›n mÒnon,
[ımo¤v]! går §j èpã!h!
[t∞! Li]bÊh! aÈtÚ! l°gei tÚn
19a [¥lion] ßlkein tÚ ÍgrÒn, tÒ te nom¤zein Íper
20 [ c. 6 ] ka‹ ıtioËn m°ro!
````ein
[ c. 7 ]`a`[1–2]`x[`]`[``]`
th````
```````
``````
.
.
.
.
.
Col. i
3 ]`, upper tip of oblique stroke, rising right, consistent with u a`[, a medium descender Possibly no
letter lost in lacuna following 6 ]`, terminal high in the
line, consistent with u `u, trace of horizontal and foot
of upright 10 An upright before h hd better than ha
Following traces unclear
11 ]`, tiny trace from right
side of curved letter
14 Final trace a deep descender
19 ]`, part of high curve and a lower trace, compatible
with b
5 Emended by Rose.
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Col. ii
(col. number and probably one line lost)
.
.
.
.
.
[````]`[
[```]`en`[
proxe›!ya[i
ˆmbrion e!t[
5 lon ka‹ to``[
!tv!i a!hpt[
ka‹ yolerÚn `[
ka‹ yermÚn p`[
toi! éfrÚn ka[
10 ga! §pi!Êretai `[
d¢ toÊtoi! [``]`lou[
t«n tÚn ÉAr[ãbion kÒlpon]
pleÒntvn [m°xri t∞! kin-]
namvmofÒro[u
15 d¢ t«n §p‹ tØn [t«n §-]
lefãntvn yÆr[an §k-]
pempom°nvn[
rou! d¢ Ípo[
toË Filad°lf[ou
20 ``tØn ﬂstor¤an[
``nou! §boulom[
```ÉAri!tot°lhn ot[
[```] aÈtoË Yra!ukl[
[``t]«n pãlai !of«[n
``[t]Øn gn≈mhn `[
``…molÒghken[
[`]`rv d’ énatiyei![
[``]``ou[`]`na````[
[ c. 8 ]``ejom[
.
.
.
.
.
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Strabo 17.1.5 p. 789. Oﬂ m¢n oÔn érxa›oi !toxa!m“
tÚ pl°on, oﬂ d' Ï!teron aÈtÒptai genhy°nte!
æ!yonto ÍpÚ ˆmbrvn yerin«n plhroÊmenon tÚn
Ne›lon, t∞! Aﬁyiop¤a! t∞! ênv kluzom°nh!, ka‹
mãli!ta §n to›! §!xãtoi! ˆre!i, pau!am°nvn d¢ t«n
ˆmbrvn pauom°nhn kat' Ùl¤gon tØn plhmmur¤da:
toËto d' Íp∞rje mãli!ta d∞lon to›! pl°ou!i tÚn
ÉArãbion kÒlpon m°xri t∞! KinnamvmofÒrou ka‹
to›! §kpempom°noi! §p‹ tØn t«n §lefãntvn yÆran,
ka‹ e‡ tine! êllai xre›ai par≈junon §ke›!e êndra!
proxeir¤ze!yai toÁ! t∞! AﬁgÊptou ba!il°a! toÁ!
PtolemaÛkoÊ!. otoi går §frÒnti!an t«n toioÊtvn,
diaferÒntv! d' ı Filãdelfo! §piklhye¤!,
fili!tor«n ka‹ diå tØn é!y°neian toË !≈mato!
diagvgå! ée¤ tina! ka‹ t°rcei! zht«n kainot°ra!.
oﬂ pãlai d¢ ba!ile›! oÈ pãnu §frÒnti!an t«n
toioÊtvn: ka¤per oﬁke›oi !of¤a! gegonÒte! ka‹ aÈto‹
ka‹ oﬂ ﬂere›!, mey' œn ∑n aÈto›! ı ple¤vn b¤o!: À!te
ka‹ yaumãzein êjion ka‹ diå toËto ka‹ diÒti
%°!v!tri! tØn Aﬁyiop¤an §p∞lyen ëpa!an m°xri
t∞! KinnamvmofÒrou, ka‹ ÍpomnÆmata t∞!
!trate¤a! aÈtoË ka‹ nËn ¶ti de¤knuntai6 !t∞lai ka‹
§pigrafa¤. KambÊ!h! te tØn A‡gupton kata!x∆n
pro∞lye ka‹ m°xri t∞! MerÒh! metå t«n
Aﬁgupt¤vn: ka‹ dØ ka‹ toÎnoma tª te nÆ!ƒ ka‹ tª
pÒlei toËto par' §ke¤nou tey∞na¤ fa!in, §ke› t∞!
édelf∞! époyanoÊ!h! aÈt“ MerÒh!: oﬂ d¢ guna›kã
fa!i: tØn §pvnum¤an oÔn §xar¤!ato aÈtª tim«n tØn
ênyrvpon, yauma!tÚn oÔn p«! §k t«n toioÊtvn
éform«n oÈ tel°v! §nargØ! ∑n ≤ per‹ t«n ˆmbrvn
ﬂ!tor¤a to›! tÒte, ka‹ taËta t«n ﬂer°vn
filopragmon°!teron énaferÒntvn eﬁ! tå ﬂerå
grãmmata ka‹ épotiyem°nvn, ˜!a mãyh!in perittØn
§pifa¤nei. eﬁ går êra, toËt' §xr∞n zhte›n ˜per ka‹
nËn ¶ti zhte›tai, t¤ dÆ pote y°rou!, xeim«no! d¢ oÎ,
ka‹ §n to›! notivtãtoi!, §n d¢ tª Yhba˝di ka‹ tª
per‹ %uÆnhn oÈ !ump¤ptou!in ˆmbroi: tÚ d' ˜ti §j
ˆmbrvn aﬂ énabã!ei! mØ zhte›n, mhd¢ toioÊtvn
de›!yai martÊrvn o·ou! Po!eid≈nio! e‡rhke. fh!‹
går Kalli!y°nh (FGrHist 124 F 12b) l°gein tØn §k
t«n ˆmbrvn aﬁt¤an t«n yerin«n parå ÉAri!tot°lou!
labÒnta, §ke›non d¢ parå Yra!uãlkou toË Ya!¤ou
(Vors. 35 A 1) – t«n érxa¤vn d¢ fu!ik«n eÂ! oto!
– §ke›non d¢ par' êllou, tÚn d¢ par' ÑOmÆrou
diipet°a fã!konto! tÚn Ne›lon “íc d' eﬁ!
AﬁgÊptoio diipet°o! potamo›o”.

6 de¤knutai Casaubonus; S. Radt (whom I thank for information on this passage of Strabo) points out that the MSS are
right: ÍpomnÆmata is predicate.
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Col. ii
2 ]`, an upright 6 Slight space after !tv!i 7 l corr. from r in original hand n`[, foot of deep upright 11 ]`, foot
of right-hand stroke of a or l o is blotted 21 Initial traces very faint; perhaps e before n 22 h corr. from n 24 A tiny
spot after f 28 After na, third trace a or l, followed possibly by a deep descender

To take col. i first, the correspondence between the two versions does not begin until line 6 of the
Greek. As we already inferred from the content of col. ii, the papyrus is not Aristotle but someone
drawing on Aristotle within the context of a somewhat differently arranged treatise; this is another
indication of that relationship. Jakobi and Luppe indeed supplemented [ÉAri!to]t°lei in line 2, but
many other words have that ending and the supplement seems less than certain, however probable in
view of grãfei in line 4. Even if correct it does not afford proof of the treatise’s authenticity, since
already Eratosthenes, on one view, was deceived. 7
In what follows the Latin helps to clear up several problems, as Jakobi and Luppe have seen. In line
10 they rightly read √ d¢ í[n] tÊxh<i> ferÒmeno!. The traces on the papyrus, which I examined together
with Dirk Obbink, are compatible. The syntax has somewhat defeated our 13th-century translator,
unless his copy was corrupt; so has the vocabulary (pore¤an translated as habundanciam). The result is
nonsense.8 At the beginning of line 17 ¶dei should obviously be supplemented (so again Jakobi and
Luppe). After line 19, the Greek scribe inserted some omitted material; the insertion spills out into the
intercolumnar space and runs down for several lines. These traces are exceptionally difficult to read, but
with the help of the Latin (and a better microscope) more can be recovered than was evident to Hughes.
After Íper the first letter appears to be b; Hughes’ ein is reasonable enough, with a tightly ligatured ei.
The supplement Íperba¤nein is thus suggested, corresponding to supervenire (an odd use of the word in
Latin; the translator is following the Greek closely). The next word in the Latin, habitabili, would be
some form of ≤ oﬁkoum°nh in Greek, and t∞! oﬁkoum°nh! does indeed seem to be in the papyrus,
divided oﬁkou | m°nh!; the me is particularly good, the nh is tolerably clear under maximum magnification, and the other traces are compatible.
tØn oﬁkoum°nhn, naturally assumed by Jakobi and Luppe, was definitely not written, and this is a
great oddity, for Íperba¤nein is always used with an accusative.9 Nor does there seem to be any other
example of its use to describe the sun’s passing, though ‘go beyond, transgress’ as the verb’s basic sense
leads easily to ‘cross over’ (frequently of people crossing mountains, rivers, etc.) and thence to ‘pass
over’ (cf. e.g. Ar. Eccl. 96, of stepping over a seated person, no object expressed, or Apollod. Bibl. 1.82,
of Phrixos and Helle crossing land and sea on the ram, objects in the accusative). It is in fact difficult to
find any verb beginning Íper- used in this sense with the sun. Íperi°nai would be one’s first
expectation, in view of Hyperion; but the verb Íp°reimi does not seem to exist. Helpfully, Xenophanes
seems to play on this sense and this word in fr. 31 Diels–Kranz, ±°liÒ! y’ Íperi°meno! ga›ãn t’
§piyãlpvn; though ga›an presumably serves as object for both verb and participle in this line, in his
gloss Herakleitos says Íperi°menon ée‹ t∞! g∞!, showing that a genitive is possible (was it in the line
before?). To describe the sun’s general progress verbs such as ﬁ°nai, f°re!yai or ıdeÊein are used (the
two expressions in our papyrus, i 9 ff., are typical); Hypereides 6.5 says tØn oﬁkoum°nhn §p°rxetai.
Herodotos 2.25 uses dieji°nai to describe its progress through a particular region. Of compounds of
ba¤nv, énaba¤nein occurs in Kallimachos fr. 407.16 = Ar. fr. 531 R3, and metaba¤nein is used of the
sun’s movement through the zodiac at Arist. Probl. 912a. The papyrus undoubtedly presents us with the
genitive, and the Latin translation virtually guarantees its veracity (though not impossible, it would be a
7 For an assessment of what this papyrus contributes to this problem see at the end of the paper.
8 Jakobi and Luppe propose emending non enim ait to hic enim ait (supposing a misread abbreviation) and abundantiam

to ambulationem; Kassel apud eosdem more elegantly suggests that the translator mistook por(e)¤a for eÈpor¤an. nisi si
remains intractable, so that on any reading the translator was at least partly defeated.
9 Some very dubious instances with the genitive are given by LSJ, all easily emended or competing with a v.l. in the
manuscripts. Extensive searching through the TLG disk revealed nothing.
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little too much to assume that the Latin translator’s copy of the text also happened to be corrupt).10 Íp°r
+ gen. in a spatial sense is common from Homer on; Plato in the Timaios (38c) and Aristotle four times
in the Topics (131b, 142b) use Íp¢r g∞! with reference to the sun’s journey, so that Íp¢r g∞! ba¤nein
would be an acceptable expression. To look at it from another angle, Íperba¤nein plus the accusative
denotes ‘cross over’, ‘go beyond’, which is not quite the sense required when the whole of the earth is in
view.11 We may accept Íperba¤nein + gen. as an addendum lexicis.
After oﬁkoum°nh!, there is probably no more ink on that line. The Latin continues solem, but the
traces of the last line, though indecipherable, do not at all suggest tÚn ¥lion or aÈtÚn. In line 20,
Bonneau (p. 14) translated the Latin “imaginer que le soleil domine la zone habitable de façon différente
selon les lieux est une sottise”, and this is indeed what the author must mean to say for the argument’s
sake. If Bonneau’s instinct was sound, one may suggest that the original text had [•t°rv!]12 kay’
ıtioËn m°ro!. Though ka‹ is certain, the excellent correspondence of Latin to Greek thus far might
warrant emendation to kay’. Given the uncertainty about the last word(s) of the interlinear addition,
however, some doubt must attach to this suggestion. In the gap at the beginning of the next line, eÎhye!
is perhaps not too short.13 Thereafter the thread is lost.14
In col. ii Strabo is our guide. He says that according to Poseidonios, Kallisthenes got his information
from Aristotle, who got it from Thrasyalkes, who got it from ‘another’ (emendation is tempting; YaloË
Müller, but Thales’ theory as reported elsewhere was different (see below); ÉAlka¤ou Jacoby), who got
it from Homer. The sequence appears to be identical in the papyrus especially if Hughes is right to
supply ÑOm]Ærv<i> d’ énatiye‹! in 27.15 This cannot be coincidence. Accordingly we expect to find
Kallisthenes mentioned just before Aristotle, and indeed enou! was already deciphered by Hughes in 21.
He reckoned only one more letter at the beginning of the line, but there are sufficient traces for two; the
line-beginnings start drifting to the left at this point in the column. Accordingly we may divide
Kalli]|!y°nou! (again, the traces are compatible, the crossbar of y being tolerably clear). The context
(as we infer from Strabo) having to do with sources, the obvious supplement is lab∆n] | 20d¢ tØn
ﬂ!tor¤an [parå Kalli]|!y°nou!.16 If this is correct, there are few infinitives that can fill the gap after
§boulÒmhn, give an appropriate sense, and accord with the traces:

20

lab∆n]
d¢ tØn ﬂ!tor¤an [parå Kalli!y°nou! §boulÒm[hn mhnË!ai17

10 Jakobi’s and Luppe’s emendation habitabile is therefore to be resisted.
11 Contrast Herakleitos Vors. 22 B 94 = fr. 52 Marcovich ÜHlio! går oÈx ÍperbÆ!etai m°tra: eﬁ d¢ mÆ, ÉErinÊe! min

D¤kh! §p¤kouroi §jeurÆ!ou!in. Another pun from the master punster?
12 Suppl. Obbink.
13 Scornfully used of erroneous views by e.g. Hdt. 2.45; frequently in Aristotle, sometimes with articular infinitive, e.g.
Mete. 365a (tÒ te . . . nom¤zein . . . eÎhye!; Metaph. 1062b tÚ . . . pro!°xein . . . eÎhye!; Top. 104b tÚ . . . front¤zein
eÎhye!; [Phgn.] 806b tÚ . . . pisteÊein eÎhye!, in each case with the adjective at the end of the clause). Jakobi and Luppe
suggest as an alternative énÒhton.
14 The Latin continues ubique gnomones umbram ad meridiem faciunt et non hoc differunt, sed per maiorem aut
minorem facere umbram. Libiam totam amphithalassam esse aiunt, tamquam iste modus quidem causae impossibilis. The
first sentence is somewhat elliptic, but appears to argue that the only difference in the sun’s behaviour at different points of
the globe, the length of the shadow at noon (which is in any case the same along any given latitude), is not pertinent; the
second sentence argues that the sun would also, on Herodotos’ view, necessarily evaporate the oceans surrounding Libya (so
Bonneau). Jakobi and Luppe plausibly suggest supplementing in line 21 pan[t]ax[o]Ë [d(¢) o]ﬂ | [gn≈mone! !kiån prÚ! tØn
me!hmbr¤an poioË!in.
15 Hughes also noted that the discrepancy Thrasyalkes – Thrasykles does not signify.
16 Of d¢ are visible two strokes descending at the appropriate angles and the top half of a round letter.
17 ‘to report what Aristotle says’. The verb in this sense is used by Strabo immediately after he despatches Kallisthenes:
éll’ §« taËta poll«n eﬁrhkÒtvn œn érk°!ei dÊo mhnË!ai toÁ! poiÆ!anta! kay’ ≤mç! tÚ per‹ toË Ne¤lou bibl¤on,
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25

ka‹ ÉAri!tot°lhn ˜ t[i l°gei
per‹ aÈtoË,18 Yrasukl[∞ te
ßna t«n pãlai !of«[n ˘! tÆnde [t]Øn gn≈mhn K[alli!y°nei19
!unvmolÒghken, [¶ti d¢ Yal∞n:
ÑOm]Ærv<i> d’énatiyei![20

The reconstruction in lines 25 f. allows one to infer, as Strabo evidently did, that the others are mentioned because they were identified by Kallisthenes as his sources. Now the implication of §boulÒmhn in 21
is probably that Poseidonios wanted to cite all these people, but with the exception of Homer could not,
either because the works were not available or they did not contain the views attributed to them.21 An
alternative interpretation would be that he has already cited them, and is here explaining why (that
might in turn imply that he thought the Liber de inundatione Nili was indeed by Aristotle); yet another
reading is that §boulÒmhn is epistolary, and he cited them in what follows. But Strabo’s report of
Poseidonios seems rather to imply that they were not cited; the stress is on what Poseidonios and
Kallisthenes said, not on what Kallisthenes’ authorities said. Thus the first reading is probably correct.
That might imply in turn that Poseidonios did not regard the Liber de inundatione Nili as Aristotelian,
since he has just cited it – unless he got the text from Eratosthenes, and was unaware of its ancestry.22
Poseidonios was in fact familiar with the works of Thrasyalkes since he disputes his classification of
the winds at fr. 137a Edelstein–Kidd = 5 Theiler. In this passage (quoted by Strabo 1.2.21) Poseidonios
points out that Thrasyalkes’ view is contradicted by Aristotle, Timosthenes, and Bion. In other words,
he went checking, as he did also in our passage. This doxographical bent is in fact characteristic of
Poseidonios (see Kidd on T 101–2), and may be taken as support for the view that our papyrus is indeed
by him. As he did in fact have access to the works of Thrasyalkes, we infer (cf. above on §boulÒmhn)
that he could not find therein the opinion imputed to him by Kallisthenes; quite possibly Thrasyalkes’
actual opinion on the Nile’s flooding was given in the very passage on the winds that Poseidonios
quotes at fr. 137a.
At the end of line 26, if Strabo is a reliable guide, another name was read; êllo! in Strabo certainly
looks corrupt (unless he substituted it for a name he could not decipher). I have inserted Thales exempli
gratia, but as already intimated Thales (Vors. 11 A 16) did not share this view of the flooding of the
Nile.23 According to Aetios Doxogr. Gr. 384 ff. = FGrHist 647 F 2, Diodoros 1.38.1 ff. and others, he
blamed the etesian winds, which he thought opposed the natural flow of the river, causing it to overflow
its banks (Herodotos 2.20 probably refers to him as well). Theories of the flood are listed and discussed,
apart from Herodotos, principally by Strabo, Diodoros and Aetios ll.cc., Seneca NQ IV A 2.16 ff.
EÎdvrÒn te ka‹ ÉAr¤!tvna tÚn §k t«n peripãtvn (FGrHist 649/50). mhnË!ai plus an indirect question at e.g. Ar. Ach. 206,
Pl. Ap. 24d; Lucian Pseudol. 19 offers §mÆnu!en ˜ ti toÎnoma t“ drãmati. More usual verbs for ‘cite’ are parat¤ye!yai and
par°xe!yai, sometimes also prof°rein and §pãge!yai, but these are too long in either present or aorist tense, unless the
ending spilled over onto the next line; but ka‹ seems necessary for the sense. At the beginning of line 22, mostly illegible
traces; the vertical representing i is perhaps visible.
18 per‹ rather than per‹], and similarly in 24, though the traces are in both cases indecipherable. aÈtoË in the sense of
‘the subject’ (cf. e.g. Plato Euthphr. 8b, Chrm. 158e, Prt. 361c, etc.).
19 The vertical of K[ is visible. At the beginning of the next line, !un is tolerably clear. At the beginning of lines 24–6 it
is difficult to distinguish dirt from ink and it is not impossible that more letters are lurking to the left, which would invalidate
the details of the reconstruction given here: but the leftward drift of the lines would be quite extreme in that case.
20 Of ]h a vertical is visible.
21 The traces of 28 ff. are too feeble to permit supplement. Before n in 28, probably alpha (apex and tip of the right
descender visible). In 29 ]par¢j ÑOm[Ærou had occurred to me but the traces exclude it: after the hole there are two verticals
and a horizontal, most compatible with ti.
22 See further below.
23 Of course, the false or fraudulent imputation could be Kallisthenes’.
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(supplemented by John Lydus De mens. 4.107 p. 146 Wünsch), Lucan BC 10.194 ff., an anonymous
writer preserved in a Florentine MS,24 and the Liber de inundatione Nili; cf. also schol. Ap. Rhod.
4.269–71a = FGrHist 647 F 3. Diodoros took the whole section (1.37 ff.) from Agatharchides (FGrHist
86 F 19). Now there is an interesting division among these sources. Strabo is certain, on the basis of
eye-witness accounts, that a solution has been found. Pseudo-Aristotle shares this certainty, and so does
Kallisthenes, who – according to John Lydus – claimed to have gone there with Alexander. Someone
else in Strabo’s background, also adduced by Poseidonios in col. ii, cited the explorations of Philadelphos as additional confirmation. Agatharchides, on the other hand, goes out of his way to refute all of
this. He says that earlier writers such as Ephoros and Theopompos (FGrHist 115 F 293) erred because
they lacked first-hand evidence, and, ignoring Alexander, avers (D.S. 1.37.5) that Philadelphos was the
first to make an expedition to Ethiopia. The region, he says, was in his own time much better known,
but even so no one before Agatharchides himself had ever hit upon the truth. In order to sustain this
claim he is obliged to say that even after Philadelphos’ explorations much remained mysterious. The
whole cast of his argument shows that someone had already made something of Philadelphos in this
connection. The most economical explanation is that this person was Eratosthenes. Note again Proklos’
summary of Eratosthenes’ opinion, quoted at the outset of this paper.
With all this in view we can turn to the reconstruction of the earlier part of the column. In lines 1 ff.
the author seems still to be explaining the effect of the summer rains on the quantity and quality of the
river’s water. This section ends at §pi!Êretai in line 10; in 11 ff. voyagers to the cinnamon country and
elephant-hunters are cited as additional witnesses (cf. Strabo). Something along these lines might
capture the general sense:
10

15

m[arture›n 25
d¢ toÊtoi! [po]lloÁ[! m¢n26
t«n tÚn ÉAr[ãbion kÒlpon
pleÒntvn [m°xri t∞! kinnamvmofÒro[u, polloÁ!
d¢ t«n §p‹ tØn [t«n §lefãntvn yÆr[an §kpempom°nvn[ — émfot°rou! d¢ ÍpÚ [Ptolema¤ou
toË Filad°lf[ou (sc. §kpemfy∞nai).

Though the syntax of 19 is bumpy, it is hard to see what else would convey all the necessary
information. It is unlikely that some third group of explorers was mentioned in 17 f.; note how Strabo
first mentions these two groups, and then stresses Philadelphos’ special interest. The reconstruction
suggested above reproduces that progression. Note, however, that Strabo cannot here be following
Poseidonios as his primary source; at the very least he has added a good deal from someone else. That
person would appear to be once again Eratosthenes, whom Poseidonios in this stretch must also be
following. If our reconstruction of 19 ff. is correct, it explains Strabo’s scorn rather well, for he cannot
see how Poseidonios, having just cited from Eratosthenes the clinching proof that the southern rains
cause the flood, feels it necessary to cite (or try to cite) these other authorities.
24 ‘Anonymus de Nili incremento’ = FGrHist 647 F 1, who quotes among other things Aischylus fr. 300, where Radt
writes out some of the sources mentioned above and a couple of others of less importance. (The part of this treatise which
quotes Kallisthenes is FGrHist 124 F 12c.) See also FGrHist 665 FF 55 ff. All these and more are discussed by A. Rehm,
‘Nilschwelle’, RE XVII 1 (1936) 571–590.
25 The traces before the hole are most compatible with m.
26 Or [po]lloÊ[! fh!i. For the slightly unusual u compare the same letter in lines 18 and 21.
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But Poseidonios goes on to say immediately that he has taken his information from Kallisthenes.27
As the preceding lines are not from Kallisthenes (who could not, in any case, have cited an incident
from the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphos), but from Eratosthenes, line 20 must refer back to a part of the
work before column one. The general structure thus becomes clear. Before the papyrus begins
Poseidonios had based his discussion on Kallisthenes. This section was concluded firmly with ¶xei går
oÏtv!.28 He then went on to refute Herodotos’ aberrant view, and to cite further evidence from Eratosthenes. He had wanted to cite even more sources, but was unable to do so. Strabo saw no need.
The question of who (according to this doxographical tradition, if not in fact) first went far enough
south to see the cause of the floods for themselves bears further investigation. John Lydus says (4.107 =
FGrHist 124 F 12a) that Kallisthenes claimed to have gone there. Some doubt, however, attaches to this
statement. Jacoby, following P. Corssen,29 argued that Kallisthenes could not have made this claim
because the information about the flooding of the Nile is quoted from book 4 of the Hellenika
(published ca. 340?), which must have come from the account of the Persian expedition against Egypt of
374/3, not Alexander’s. Furthermore, the Anonymus Florentinus reports Kallisthenes’ view as gn≈mh
not ˆci!. Though it is not impossible that the inquisitive Alexander either undertook or dispatched an
expedition,30 doubts remain, if John Lydus’ attribution to the Hellenica is right, about how Kallisthenes
managed, while still on campaign, to produce a second edition of the Hellenica before his execution in
327. It is, finally, odd that Poseidonios casts his discussion as he does if Kallisthenes had claimed to
have been there himself. Jacoby suggests that the confusion is John Lydus’, who recalled Kallisthenes’
principal fame as ı !u!trateu!ãmeno! ÉAlejãndrƒ. Another possibility is that Kallisthenes did in fact
make his claim in the Deeds of Alexander, triumphantly producing the evidence to confirm the theory
advanced in the Hellenica. But then it is odd that Poseidonios failed to consult or cite the later book. On
balance, therefore, it seems probable that Kallisthenes did not make the statement John Lydus (that is,
Seneca) foisted upon him. We may assume therefore that Poseidonios is here quoting Kallisthenes’
Hellenica in its first and only edition. The assumption is strengthened when we note that John Lydus
reports Kallisthenes’ authority Thrasyalkes in the sentence before he cites the Hellenica; this is where
he learned the philosopher’s view, and it is this passage both he and Poseidonios used.
Agatharchides, as we saw, claimed that Philadelphos’ men got there first, and this is the general
thrust of Strabo’s report. Strabo’s information comes from Eratosthenes. The Liber de inundatione Nili,
by contrast, gave the palm to Alexander. If Eratosthenes knew this work, we seem to have a
contradiction. But as Eratosthenes’ own words do not survive, we cannot be sure how he cast his
discussion. As quoted by Proklos (quoted at the start of this paper), he presented his view as a
confirmation of Aristotle’s. (If my supplement in ii 10 is right, toÊtoi! in 11 means effectively
‘Aristotle’s view’.) He might have said, as Agatharchides says about Eratosthenes himself, that
Aristotle’s information did not quite suffice to clinch the matter;31 or he might have regarded the report
about Alexander with a certain skepticism, and perhaps he entertained some doubts about the authorship
27 The supplement [ÉErato]|!y°nou! is of course possible in line 20, but that would be to give up the compelling link
with the sequence of sources in Strabo.
28 That this expression looks backwards rather than forwards is shown by the lack of asyndeton in the following
sentence. Contrast e.g. Isoc. De Pac. 28, Antid. 52, Dem. 13.11, 14.2, Phil. 4.22, Arist. APo. 81b 23. In what precedes ]telei
might conceal ÉAri!to]t°lei, as already mentioned, but there is not enough of the context surviving to tell whether this
would lend support to one or other of the hypotheses mooted here.
29 Das angebliche Werk des Olynthiers Kallisthenes über Alexander den Grossen, Philologus 74 (n.F. 28) (1917) 1–57
at 17 ff.
30 Stanley M. Burstein, Alexander, Callisthenes, and the Sources of the Nile, GRBS 17 (1976) 135–46 at 142 ff. gives
some reasons for thinking that he did. Note that Aristoboulos FGrHist 139 F 35 apud Strab. 15.1.19, discussing the similar
behaviour of Indian rivers and the Nile, appears to take for granted that the southern rains caused the flood (and records the
northern limit of the monsoon): did he report an expedition?
31 Here perhaps belongs the report in Lucan BC 10.272 ff. of a baffled attempt by Alexander to find the sources of the
Nile.
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of the pamphlet, but as its results accorded with his own, he was happy to say ‘thus Aristotle’s opinion
is confirmed’. One notes that for Strabo Eratosthenes, not Aristotle, was the decisive authority, which
would be odd if Eratosthenes had unequivocally said that Aristotle had cited eye-witness evidence.
Conversely, it is possible that Eratosthenes did not know the Liber; this too would explain Strabo’s
silence, and we may infer that if he himself knew the Liber, he regarded it as forged. The same may be
said of Agatharchides who, as we saw, ignored the report about Alexander. Finally, Poseidonios: if he
knew the book directly, he is doubly guilty of the fault with which Strabo taxes him of ignoring eyewitness evidence. Furthermore, to assume that Poseidonios in col. i of the papyrus follows the Liber
directly is to posit a rather rapid changing of sources in the space of two columns, from Kallisthenes to
Aristotle to Eratosthenes and then on to Kallisthenes’ sources. But sinning twice and rapid rehearsal of
sources are neither of them a greatly improbable happening, and one must set against these arguments
the extremely close verbal correspondence of the Greek and Latin – less likely if filtered through an
intermediary. The question remains open.
It remains to ask whether any of this casts further light on the authorship of the Liber. It seems very
doubtful that it was Aristotle himself. In the first place, the notion that he sent Alexander to do his
research for him belongs more to the world of biographical invention than historical fact.32 In the
second place, we have found reason to think that Poseidonios in this papyrus distinguished Aristotle
from the author of the Liber, though it is also possible that he did not know the book at all (but that in
itself could be significant, as, according to the reconstruction proposed above of col. ii, he actively
looked for it among the philosopher’s works). Thirdly, we have just seen that Strabo and Agatharchides
both appear to have ignored the book. Indeed, if the account of the relationship between Eratosthenes
and the Liber deemed less obvious at the outset of this paper is correct, viz. that the Liber took its
doxography from Eratosthenes, I know of no argument that might place its date. It remains the simpler
hypothesis that Eratosthenes drew upon the Liber, and a slight argument in favour of this view is that
the original of the Liber, if late and derivative, contains a remarkable amount of unique material. If the
Liber antedates Eratosthenes, there are few possible candidates among known figures for its author.
Kallisthenes himself seems unlikely, for if he forged this pamphlet to lend the authority of Aristotle and
the empirical observation of Alexander to his own view as expressed in the Hellenika, one must ask why
he apparently said nothing about it in the Deeds of Alexander, and why his name is not mentioned in
any of the witnesses to the Liber. The old suggestion of Theophrastos remains a strong possibility.33
To sum up the main conclusions of this paper, tentative as some of them must remain in view of the
usual uncertainties of source-criticism:
1. P. Oxy. 4458 comes from the unknown work in which Poseidonios discussed the causes of the
flooding of the Nile. His principal source was the fourth book of Kallisthenes’ Hellenica.
2. In col. ii of this papyrus Poseidonios reports, from Eratosthenes, the researches sponsored by
Ptolemy Philadelphos which confirmed the theory that floods resulted from the rain clouds brought to
the mountains of Ethiopia by the etesian winds.
3. Eratosthenes held this theory to be Aristotle’s, and it is indeed found in the Liber de inundatione
Nili, ascribed to the philosopher. The Greek original of this book is quoted in the first column of our
papyrus.
4. It is therefore possible that Poseidonios knew this passage of the Liber only from Eratosthenes; but
even so there is reason to think he did not regard the book as Aristotelian (if he even knew it), as he was
32 It is of a piece with the report in the vulgate Lives that Aristotle accompanied Alexander on his conquests collecting
data for his Polite›ai. Compare also Kallisthenes 124 T 3 (Aristotle asks that Kallisthenes send Babylonian thrÆ!ei!) and
Pliny NH 8.17.44 (Alexander and Aristotle collaborate in biological research), discussed with suitable skepticism by James
S. Romm, AJP 110 (1989) 566–75.
33 For the most recent discussion of the attribution of the Liber see R. W. Sharples, Theophrastus of Eresus. Sources
for his Life, Writings, Thought and Influence. Commentary Vol. 3.1 Sources on Physics (Texts 137–223) (Leiden etc.
1998)197 n. 571.
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unable to verify Kallisthenes’ reference to Aristotle. He was also unable to verify Kallisthenes’ references to Thrasyalkes and (?) Thales.
5. The Liber most probably antedates Eratosthenes.
6 The original of the Liber as quoted in column i contains the earliest use of the word muyogrãfo!
and a new expression for the passage of the sun overhead, Íperba¤nein t∞! oﬁkoum°nh!.
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